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From: Jim Heenan < >  
Sent: Sunday 7 August 2022 23:20 
To: Licensing Staff <licensing@epa.ie> 
Subject: Objection to APB Company License Application . Ref No P0040-03. 
 
My submission to EPA re proposed extension to rendering plant . Reg number P0040-03 
 
 
I reside in Newtown Park, Waterford off the Dunmore Road. My house and garden which reaches 
down to the river bank just directly across the river from the Anglo Beef Processors (ABP) plant. I am 
well aware of this Putrid, Abnoxious ,Vile smell that comes from this rendering plant. When this vile 
smell is released into the atmosphere it is horrible and will make you physically sick. When our 
windows are open for fresh air this smell enters our home. Is it right that I and my wife and family 
should have to endure this ? 
I myself suffer from a stomach health problem, when this smell and polluted air is released my 
complaint is activated. We have to close all our windows.  I have actually witnesses myself dead 
meat and carcasses dumped on a concrete slab opposite a factory entrance waiting to be processed., 
there were at least five hundred seagulls feeding off this waste . I brought this to the attention of 
ABP at the time. 
  
 
I cannot understand why this waste is not immediately processed in a sealed factory.  I would also 
suggest that the lorries bringing the dead carcasses should be sealed containers to contain the smell 
of decaying carcasses . 
 
 
Is it not possible to add some chemical to the processing of this waste to kill this Putrid smell and 
help release a more acceptable smell. 
This cannot be allowed to continue and certainly to extra extension should be given Planning 
Permission. 
 
In this day and age no one should have to endure this unacceptable and horrid Abnoxious smell.  I 
want to lodge my objection in the strongest possible way to this license application and extension. 
 
James Heenan. 

. 
--  
Jimh. 
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